How do people with COPD or diabetes type 2 experience autonomy? An exploratory study.
To develop an empirically grounded conceptualization of personal autonomy in the context of chronic physical illness and to investigate the impact of two chronic illnesses on autonomy. Grounded theory study consisting of 13 in-depth interviews with older adults with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) or diabetes mellitus type 2 (diabetes). The results indicate that autonomy involves taking account of current circumstances as the frame of reference in which people can arrange their lives. Chronic illness disturbed autonomy by limiting opportunities and by prompting a reappraisal of the value that people placed on different activities or aspects of life. The participants responded to this disturbance differently, in ways that did not always restore autonomy. Limited opportunities occurred more often with COPD, while reappraisal occurred more often with diabetes. Personal autonomy in the context of chronic physical illness might be conceptualized as correspondence between the way people's lives are actually arranged and the way people want their lives to be arranged, considering the circumstances. Health professionals could stimulate their clients to prevent and overcome impasses in the realisation of autonomy, while broad self-management interventions might improve people's skills for coping with the impact of chronic illness on autonomy.